
 

 

 

 

 

 

Look for these books on our shelves. If Alameda County 

Library does not have the book in its collection, look for 

the book in Link+. A librarian will be happy to help you! 

See catalog at www.aclibrary.org 

List  courtesy of  Hennepin County Library 2011 

Beam, Cris   306.76808 BEAM 

Transparent : Love Family and Living the T with 

Transgender Teenagers 
When Cris Beam first moved to Los Angeles, she thought 

she might put in just a few hours volunteering at a school 

for gay and transgender kids while she got settled. Instead, 

she found herself drawn, more deeply than she could ever 

have imagined, into the pained and powerful group of 

transgirls she discovered.    323 p. 2007 

De Oliveira, Eddie 

Lucky 
Sam tries to figure out if he's straight, gay, or bisexual in 

this funny and thoughtful British novel.    239 p. 2004 

Ford, Michael Thomas 

Suicide Notes 
Brimming with sarcasm, fifteen-year-old Jeff describes his 

stay in a psychiatric ward after attempting to commit 

suicide.    245 p. 2008 

Freymann-Weyr, Garret 

My Heartbeat 
As she tries to understand the closeness between her older 

brother and his best friend, fourteen-year-old Ellen finds 

her relationship with each of them changing.    154 p. 2002 

Garden, Nancy 

Annie On My Mind 
Liza tries to put aside her feelings for Annie after the 

disaster at Foster Academy, but eventually she allows love 

to triumph over the ignorance of others.    263 p. 2007 

Green, John 

Will Grayson Will Grayson 
When two teens, one gay and one straight, meet 

accidentally and discover that they share the same name, 

their lives become intertwined as one begins dating the 

other's best friend, who produces a play revealing his 

relationship with them both.    310 p. 2010 

Hartinger, Brent 

Geography Club 
A group of gay and lesbian teenagers finds mutual support 

when they form the "Geography Club" at their high school.    

226 p. 2003  

Huegel, Kelly   306.766 HUEGEL 

GLBTQ (Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, 

Questioning) : the Survival Guide for Queer and 

Questioning Teens 
Describes the challenges faced by gay, lesbian, bisexual, 

and transgendered teens, offers practical advice, real-life 

experiences, and accessible resources and support groups.    

224 p. 2003 

Hurwin, Davida 

Freaks and Revelations : a Novel 
Tells, in two voices, of events leading up to a 1980 incident 

in which fourteen-year-old Jason, a gay youth surviving on 

the streets as a prostitute, and seventeen-year-old Doug, a 

hate-filled neo-nazi punk rocker, have a fateful meeting in a 

Los Angeles alley.    234 p. 2009 

Hyde, Catherine Ryan 

Becoming Chloe 
A gay teenage boy and a fragile teenage girl meet while 

living on the streets of New York City and eventually 

decide to take a road trip across America to discover 

whether or not the world is a beautiful place.    215 p. 2006 

Johnson, Maureen 

The Bermudez Triangle : a Novel 
The friendship of three high school girls and their 

relationships with their friends and families are tested when 

two of them fall in love with each other.    370 p. 2004 

Juby, Susan 

Another Kind of Cowboy 
In Vancouver, British Columbia, two teenage dressage 

riders, one a spoiled rich girl and the other a closeted gay 

sixteen-year-old boy, come to terms with their identities 

and learn to accept themselves.  343 p. 2007 

Katcher, Brian 

Almost Perfect 
With his mother working long hours and in pain from a 

romantic break-up, eighteen-year-old Logan feels alone and 

unloved until a zany new student arrives at his small-town 

Missouri high school, keeping a big secret. 360 p. 2009 

Keen, Lisa   342.73087 KEEN 

Out Law : What LGBT Youth Should Know About 

Their Legal Rights 
The first—and only—guide for LGBT youth about the law 

and how it affects them   158 p. 2007 

Koertge, Ronald 

Boy Girl Boy 
Three troubled high school seniors, who plan to run away 

together from Illinois to California after graduation, try to 

figure out who they are and who they want to be.    164 p. 

2005 

Koja, Kathe 

Talk 
Hoping to escape from himself for awhile, Kit auditions for 

a controversial school play and discovers his talent for 

acting, struggles with coming out, and both he and his 

costar face crises in their view of themselves and in their 

close relationships.    134 p. 2005 

Konigsberg, Bill 

Out of the Pocket 
As Bobby Framingham, quarterback of his high school 

football team, finally acknowledges to himself that he is 

gay, events start to spin out of control when his sexual 

orientation is revealed in the student newspaper and then in 

the local press, and he learns that his father has cancer.    

264 p. 2008 



Hear Me Out : True Stories of Teens Educating and 

Confronting Homophobia : a Project of Planned 

Parenthood of Toronto    306.766 HEAR 

 A group of young gay, lesbian, transsexual, bisexual, and 

transgender youths describe their experiences and the 

challenges they face.  

Levithan, David 

Boy Meets Boy 
In a high school where the cheerleaders ride Harleys, the 

homecoming queen used to be a guy named Daryl, and no 

one has hang-ups about sexual orientation, Paul falls for 

Noah and discovers the highs and lows of love.    185 p. 

2003 

Levithan, David. 

Love is the Higher Law 
Three New York City teens express their reactions to the 

bombing of the World Trade Center on September 11, 

2001, and its impact on their lives and the world.    167 p. 

2009 

Lieberman, Leanne   see LINK+ 

Gravity 
Afraid that there is no way to be both gay and Jewish, Ellie 

Gold, an orthodox Jewish teenager feels forced to either 

alter her sexuality or leave her Jewish community until her 

mother and sister offer alternative concepts of God that 

help Ellie find a place for herself.    245 p. 2008 

Malloy, Brian 

Twelve Long Months 
From the end of her senior year at Minnesota's Le Seur 

High School through her first year as a physics major at 

Columbia University, Molly Swain finds the inner strength 

and good friends to help her cope with huge challenges, 

including learning that the boy she loves is gay.    316 p. 

2008 

Manning, Sarra 

Pretty Things 
While rehearsing for a production of The Taming of the 

Shrew, four English teenagers explore their relationships 

and sexuality, while also discovering some surprising truths 

about themselves.    263 p. 2005 

Myracle, Lauren 

Kissing Kate 
Sixteen-year-old Lissa's relationship with her best friend 

changes after they kiss at a party and Lissa does not know 

what to do, until she gets help from an unexpected new 

friend.    198 p. 2003 

Peters, Julie Anne     see LINK+ 

Grl2grl : Short Fictions 
In this honest and emotional short story collection, a 

renowned author and National Book Award finalist offers a 

stunning portrayal of young women as they navigate the 

hurdles of relationships and sexual identity.    151 p. 2007 

Peters, Julie Anne 

Luna : a Novel 
Fifteen-year-old Regan's life, which has always revolved 

around keeping her older brother Liam's transsexuality a 

secret, changes when Liam decides to start the process of 

"transitioning" by first telling his family and friends that he 

is a girl who was born in a boy's body.    248 p. 2004 

Ryan, Patrick 

In Mike We Trust 
As fifteen-year-old Garth is wrestling with the promise he 

made his mother to wait a while before coming out, his 

somewhat secretive uncle shows up unexpectedly for an 

extended visit.    321 p. 2009 

Ryan, Sara 

Empress of the World 
While attending a summer institute, fifteen-year-old Nic 

falls in love with another girl named Battle.    213 p. 2001 

Sanchez, Alex 

So Hard to Say 
Thirteen-year-old Xio, a Mexican American girl, and 

Frederick, who has just moved to California from 

Wisconsin, quickly become close friends, but when Xio 

starts thinking of Frederick as her boyfriend, he must 

confront his feelings of confusion and face the fear that he 

might be gay.    230 p. 2004 

Sanchez, Alex 

The God Box 
When openly gay Manuel transfers to Paul's high school, 

Paul, a born-again Christian, begins to question his own 

sexuality. Lambda Literary Award-winning author Alex 

Sanchez tackles a subject ripped from the headlines in this 

exciting and thought-provoking exploration of what it 

means to be both religious and gay.    248 p. 2007 

Shaw, Tucker 

The Hookup Artist 
As a good-natured gay teenager, Lucas happily serves as 

his high school's matchmaker, but finding true love for 

himself is proving to be much more difficult.    197 p. 2005 

Vaughan, Brian K.   741.5973 VAUGHAN 

Runaways. Vol. 1 Pride & Joy 
Meet Alex, Karolina, Gert, Chase, Molly and Nico -- a 

group of teens whose lives are about to take an unexpected 

turn. When these six young friends discover their parents 

are all secretly super-powered villains, the shocked teens 

find strength in one another. Together, they run away from 

home and straight into the adventure of their lives -- 

vowing to turn the tables on their evil legacy. (cover) 2003 

Wallace, Rich 

Dishes 
Nineteen-year-old Danny spends an eventful summer in 

Maine, looking for romance, working as a straight 

dishwasher in a gay bar, and trying to reconnect with his 

estranged father.    143 p. 2008 

Wilson, Martin 

What They Always Tell Us 
Sixteen-year-old Alex feels so disconnected from his 

friends that he starts his junior year at a Tuscaloosa, 

Alabama, high school by attempting suicide, but soon, a 

friend of his older brother draws him into cross-country 

running and a new understanding of himself.    293 p. 2008 

Wittlinger, Ellen 

Hard Love 
After starting to publish a zine in which he writes his secret 

feelings about his lonely life and his parents' divorce, 

sixteen-year-old John meets an unusual girl and begins to 

develop a healthier personality.    224 p. 1999 

Find these and other 

GLBTQ books at 

your local library



 


